INTRODUCTION
The n-channel MOSFETs are the most popular for use in power switching circuits and applications. Various salame@ieee.org 186 C.-T. SALAME et al.
configurations [1] [2] [3] . VDMOSFET with hexagonal cells (HEXFET) has a complex geometrical structure. The size of these components is specially adapted by the manufacturers in response to the needs of the power [4] [5] [6] [7] . Technical progress of microelectronic integration involve also an evolution towards the miniaturization which requires new structural modifications to answer the sub-micronics parasitic effects [8-111. Lateral parameters of these devices are needed for software simulation models for the components structure. In order to describe our methodology, electrical measurements of the capacitance voltage relationship at a high frequency and optical measurements are performed.
The VDMOSFET structure and the measurements techniques are discussed in part 2. Part 3 deals with the extraction methodology based on the capacitance-voltage characterization and the microscopic observation.
DEVICE STRUCTURE AND MEASUREMENTS TECHNIQUES
An approximation of the internal structure of an VDMOSFET is shown in Figure 1 . 
EXTRACTION METHODOLOGY
The cross-sectional view of the device is shown in Figure 3 , the gate and the source lengths are determined by the microscopic observation. C.-T. SALAME et al.
FIGURE 4
The gate-drain capacitance (COD) measurement set-up.
the measurement because the small a.c voltage is not applied to the source electrode.
The measured capacitance COD is shown in Figure 5 (N) .
When the gate voltage is larger than Vta, which is the maximum threshold voltage of channel, the electrons in the accumulated n + region (Overlap) as well as the p region (channel n) are supplied from the n-region (Fig. 6b) . Therefore, COD undergoes sudden increase at Vos Vth and the capacitance variation at Vth, ACoD, is the same as the oxide capacitance of the n / region written by: 
where Agate is the total gate area.
The threshold voltage Vt was determined in the saturation region where the drain current of the VDMOSFET is given [13] (Fig. 7) . Structure of the unit hexagonal cell is approximate to cylinder (see Fig. 8 (3) and (7) and Lch is extracted from (1) and (8) .
Then Ln. is extracted from the determined Ln + source, Lch and (9).
The device parameter lengths extracted using the propose method in this paper, are listed in Table I . 4 These parameters are very important for device structure simulation and modulation to evaluate degradation properties cased by electrical stress, radiation effects etc...
